This paper presents a new ype of scratch removal algarithm based on a causal adaptive mulridimerisional multitemporal prediction. The predictor use available information fmn7 the neighbourhood of a missing mrilrispectral pixels due to spectral. temporal and spatial correlarioti of video data but aot any informarion from the failed pixels themselves.
Introduction
A huge amount of documentary or artistic movies is stored in different film archives throughout the world. Unfortunately every movie deteriorates with usage and time irrespective of any care it gets. Movies (on both optical and magnetic materials) suffer with blotches, dirt, sparkles and noise, scratches, missing or heavily corrupted frames, mold, flickering, jittering. image vibrations and some other problems [ 121. As a result of ever growing demand for archive movies there is the urgent necessity for movie restoration from tilm and entertainment industry. Surprisingly the number of published algorithms in the area of movie restoration is rather small probably because of computational complexity of most restoration approaches. For each kind of the defect usually diflkrent kind of restoration algorithm is needed. Our attention in this paper is restricted to the scratch restoration problem. The scratch notion in this paper means every coherent region with missing data (simultaneously in all spectral bands) in a colour movie frame.
The problem how to recover lost or damaged image data is old -since the dawn of photography to the digital images or movies obtained directly using CCD cameras, radiotele- [7] , which clearly outperforms these image reconstruction methods. An optimal reconstruction resulting in visual disappearance of the scratch is difficult lo achieve, however a much more precise replacement beyond the scope the current methods is needed. From this originated an idea to reconstruct missing data from available information due to large correlation between single image elements in the 4D spatiotemporal data space. In this paper we propose a fast multispectral movie reconstruction method based on a causal 3.5D AR data model. The method reconstructs missing multispectral (e.g., colour) pixels from available data in neighbouring frames and pixels from the corrupted frame as well. The algorithm requires information about objects motion between different movie frames. which i s extensive research area itself beyond the scope of presented work. For our experiments we used the diamond search algorithm for fast block-matching motion estimation [ 131. is the number of spectral bands (i.e., d = 3 for usual colour movies) and T is the overall number of frames in the film to be reconstructed. Corresponding pixel multiindex r = {rl,ra:rg,r4} has the row, columns, spectral and time indices, respectively. All image data are assumed to be known except a set ( S) o f unobservable multispectral pixels from some frame belonging to a scratch. The missing scratch data reconstruction from the topologically nearest known data in the lattice I using temporal and spatial correlation in the neighbourhood generally requires a 4 0 model. The missing scratch data will he reconstructed from the topologically nearest known data in the lattice I using tem- (see [7] for details) . The model adaptation is introduced using the standard exponential forgetting factor technique in the parameter learning part of the algorithm [ 7 ] . Let us as- : V{SI,SZ.S~} E their exponential forgetting factor p. The optimal decision rule for minimizing the average probability of decision error chooses the maximum a posterior probability model, i.e., a model whose conditional probability given the past data is the highest one. Let's assume a model movement towards the scratch. When the model reaches the scratch, the corrupted pixel prediction is evaluated. This is performed for each line in the scratch from top and bottom edge of the scratch using two symmetrical downwards and upwards moving models and their results are averaged. This helps to counterbalance artificial restrictionmn the contextual neighbourhood which has to be causal. Similarly another couple of models is moving in the opposite direction. Two computed predictions for each missing pixel have to be combined. Simple averaging is not appropriate, because each of both predictors has different distance from the last known original data and consequently it has.-also a different precision. Hence the exponential interleaving was used to weight the data influence from each side of the scratch as a function 01 the horizontal position of the predicted pixel on a scratch line to be reconstructed.
Results and Conclusions
The performance of the methods is compared on artificially created scratches, so that the original ("ideal") data are known. To prevent subjective visual comparison of the different methods results the mean absolute difference criterion between original and replaced pixel values is used.
where v = card{S} is the number of missing multispectral scratch pixels and t, (E, = 255 Vi in our test movies) is the number of quantization levels in the i-th spectral band.
All evaluations are made on several frames (e.g., Fig.1)   Figure 2 . A car frame restoration (original, scratch, C method, 3D CAR. 3.5D CAR). from two colour digital movies "cars" and "tennis". All selected frames are inside corresponding movie shots hence they have correlated neighbouring frames needed for the 3.5D presented data model. The model can be easily simplified into a 3D version (the multiindex has only three indices is included, i.e., using the 3.5D CAR model. Such iniormation is natural to obtain from previous or I and follnwing frame(s) for which we know all necessary data, due to high between-frame temporal correlation. Unfortunately i t is not possible to simply pick up other frames data from the location corresponding to a reconstructed pixel in the 3.5D model, because of the motion present in the image sequence. So a motion estimation is needed between suc- Table 1 . Results 
